
Runeslingers Reference Sheet

Power Loss Conditions

Card Icons and Areas of Play

Spirit Runespells played on an empty concentration on your field during a play phase.  

Attack Runespells are played on an empty concentration on your field during a play phase. 

Utility Runespells are played on an empty concentration on your field during a play phase. 

Trinkets are played on an empty concentration on your field during your play phase. 

Boons are played on a boon or ailment in play on any player’s field during your play phase. 

Common Terms

Answering (Advanced Rules)

For a complete guide to SETUP, please refer to page 8 of the Rulebook!

During any Play Phase, when an enemy Runeslinger slings a runespell, activates a trinket or activates their Runeslinger 
ability, an answerable action is created for you. You can respond to this action with an answer of your own. 
See Answering and The Ladder on page 18 of the Rulebook. 

No Health
When your health reaches 0, you lose a power and reset your health to its current maximum (starting maximum health 
is always 18). Your health only resets (returns to) its current maximum when it reaches 0; no other power loss condition 
causes health to reset. 

Empty Deck 

When you are forced to interact with a card in your deck (draw, sear, void, place, or look at) and your deck is empty, you 
lose a power. When you do, shuffle your discard pile back into your deck; continue any actions that were interrupted 
by this condition.

Eight Ailments 
When you begin your turn with 8 or more unconcealed ailments (see Ailments on page 11), you lose a power, then you 

remove eight of  those unconcealed ailments; repeat this effect until you have fewer than eight ailments.  

Zero Maximum Health 

If  your maximum health is reduced to 0 by effects, you lose the encounter.  

                                                                  No Cards 
When you have no cards in your deck or your discard pile, you lose the encounter.

Answer: To respond to an enemy’s runespell, trinket or Runeslinger ability activation with an answer of  your own. 
See Answering on page 17 of  the Rulebook. 
Cleanse: To remove the prescribed number of  ailments from the target, and apply that many new ailments to the 
target.  
Discard: Place this card into its owner’s discard pile. Discard can happen from the hand, or from the field. 
Destroy: This card is discarded and placed into its owner’s discard pile (when a card leaves the field, its effects end).  
Random: An enemy chooses without seeing, the prescribed number of  cards (usually from your hand). 
Sling: Use this runespells effect; normal runespells are always slung immediately when played. 
Void: To place the prescribed cards into their owner’s void pile.
Lose Health: Health loss causes you to lose the total prescribed amount of  health (functions like damage that has pierce). 
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DISTRACT: Play this card horizontally (sideways). In 
this turn’s cleanup phase, the concentration under this 
card is discarded when this card leaves play. 

Pain: To play this card, you must pay this much health. 
You cannot pay health that you do not have. With 3 
health, you cannot pain 5, for example. 

Ail: To play this card, apply this many ailments of  the 
same type to your Runeslinger. You cannot play this 
card if  you cannot be ailed either due to an effect, or 
because you have a boon on each of  your four ailment 
areas. 

Sear: To play this card, place this many cards from the 
top of  your deck into your discard pile. You cannot sear 
cards you do not have. With 1 card in your deck, you 
cannot sear 3, for example. 

Fate: The enemy Runeslinger chooses one of  this 
card’s bullet effects. The chosen effect is then slung. 
Fate effects are chosen by the enemy before you choose 
the target of  this card’s effect. 

SHOUT: This card is played on your turn normally 
during your Play Phase. You can play this card as an 
Answer to an enemy runespell being slung, or an enemy 
trinket being activated even if  it is not your turn (see 
Answering on page 14). 

Pierce: This card’s damage is dealt to its target in full. 
If  only a portion of  this damage downs a Runeslinger, 
the remainder is dealt to that Runeslinger’s new health 
total after it loses a power. Any piercing damage that 
exceeds its target’s defense, if  the target is a defense card, 
is dealt to that card’s controller (Runeslinger). 

Charge: When you play this card choose either to 
sling or charge it. If  you charge it, place +1 tokens on it. 
You cannot sling a runespell on the same turn that you 
charge it. Each turn, during your Play Phase, you may 
choose to either sling this runespell for its effect (if  it is a 
runespell), or charge it (gain an additional +1 tokens). You 
can only charge a card once during your Play Phase. 

Choice: You choose one of  this card’s bullet effects 
when it is played. The chosen effect is then slung; the 
effect not chosen is ignored. 

Keywords

Order Of A Turn

Red Keywords (costs): Blue Keywords (bonuses): 

1 Cleanse Phase
If  you have eight or more unconcealed (not booned) ailments, you choose and cleanse (remove) eight of  them and lose a 
power. Repeat this process until you have fewer than eight unconcealed ailments (see Ailments on page 11).

2 Draw Phase
Draw two cards from the top of  your deck, (your maximum hand size is eight). After drawing you can choose to pass.
If  you pass, you may either draw a 3rd card from your deck, or return a concentration you control to your hand. If  
you pass, end your turn immediately, skipping all other phases of  your turn. 

3 Play Phase
  You may do any of  the following any number of  times in any order, if  able: 

     • Set up to one card in your hand as a face-down concentration.
     • Activate your Runeslinger’s ability (you must pay 2 determinations for each use of  your Runeslinger’s ability).
     • Charge runespells you control that have Charge (a runespell can only be charged once per turn)
     • Play cards from your hand.
     • Activate your trinkets or sling runespells (you cannot activate a trinket on the turn you play it). 
     • During ANY Play Phase, you may discard a card to block damage (Blocking, pg. 17) and/or answer an enemy           
       effect by slinging a runespell with Shout or using an activate effect (Answering, pg. 18). 

4 Cleanup Phase
All normal (non-defense) runespells slung by all players and all trinkets activated by all players this turn are discarded 
and their effects end simultaneously. At the same time, the effects of  all Runeslinger abilities used this turn also end 
simultaneously. End of  turn effects now trigger. After end of  turn effects resolve, the non-active player becomes the 
active player and starts their turn in their Cleanse Phase. 


